
Chapter 3

Nonparametric Descriptive Methods

In this chapter we discuss nonparametric estimation methods that can be
used to describe the characteristics of the processunder study. Becausethese
methods do not make any assumptions about the distribution of the pro
cess, they are particularly suited for first exploratory data analyses. Stata
contains procedures to calculate life tables and Kaplan-Meier (or product
limit) estimates. Both of these methods are helpful for graphical presen
tations of the survivor function (and their transformations) as well as the
transition rate. The lifetable method is the more traditional procedure and
has been used in the case of large data sets because it needs less computing
time and space. However,compared to the Kaplan-Meierestimator, the life
table method has the disadvantage that the researcherhas to definediscrete
time intervals, as is shown later. Given the capabilities of modern comput
ers, there seems to be no reason anymore to prefer the life table method on
the basis of computer time or storage space. We therefore give only a few
examples for the life table method and discuss the Kaplan-Meier estimator
in more detail.

3.1 Life Table Method
The life table method enables the calculation of nonparametric estimates of
the survivor function, the density function, and the transition rate for du
rations given in a set of episodes.' There are two drawbacksto this method.
First, it is necessaryto group the durations into fixed intervals. The results
therefore depend more or less on these arbitrarily defined time intervals.
Second, it is only sensible to use this method if there is a relatively large
number of episodes, so that estimates conditional for each interval are reli
able. However,if this secondrequirement is fulfilled,the method givesgood
approximations that can be easily calculated.

Time intervals are definedby split points on the time axis

o ::; 71 < 72 < 73 < ... < 7L

with the conventionthat 7L+1 = 00, there are L time intervals, each includ-

1An extensive discussion of the life table method has been given by Namboodiri and
Suchindran (1987).
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ing the left limit, but not the right one.

II = {t I 71 ::; t < 71+1} 1= 1,... ,L

Given these time intervals, the calculation of life tables by Stata is always
done using episode durations. In the followingdescription we therefore as
sume that all episodeshave starting time zen".In addition, we assume that
the time intervals start at zero (i.e., 71 = 0).

The calculationdependssomewhaton the type of input data. The follow
ing possibilitiesare recognizedby Stata.2 (1) If the input data are split into
groups, a separate life table is calculated for each of the groups. (2) If there
is more than one origin state, the life table calculation is done separately
for each subset of episodes having the same origin state. Consequently,the
life table calculation is alwaysconditional on a given origin state. (3) If, for
a givenorigin state, there is only a singledestination state, an ordinary life
table is calculated. If there are two or more destination states, a so-called
multiple-decrement life table is produced.

To explain the formulas used for the life table calculation, we proceed
in two steps. We first consider the case of a single transition (i.e., only a
single origin and a single destination state), then we take into account the
possibility of competing risks (i.e., two or more destination states). In both
cases, to simplify notation, we assume a sample of N episodes all having
the same origin state.

Single Transitions

All formulasused in the calculation of single transition life tables are based
on the followingquantities, defined for each intervallz, I = 1, ... ,L.

E; - the number of episodeswith events in II

Z; the number of censoredepisodes ending in II

The next important point is the definitionof a risk set, Rl, for each of the
time intervals, that is, the set of units (episodes)that are at risk of having an
event during the lth interval.i' Two steps are required to take into account
episodesthat are censoredduring the interval. First the number of episodes,
Ni, that enter the lth interval, is defined recursivelyby

N1 = N, Ni = Nl-1 - E1-1 - ZI-l

2In Stata, there are four kinds ofweights: frequencyweights (fweights), analytic weights
(aweights), sampling weights (pweights), and importance weights (iweights). To learn
more about these weighting types, enter the command help weights at the command
line. The Stata command for life tables allows for fweights. For a discussion of using
weights in longitudinal data analyses, see Hoem (1985, 1989).
3Wegenerally denote the risk set by the symbol n, and the number of units contained
in the risk set by the symbol R.
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Second,one has to decidehowmanyof the episodesthat are censoredduring
an interval should be contained in the risk set for that intervaLA standard
assumption is that one halfof their number shouldbe contained, but, clearly,
this is a somewhat arbitrary assumption." To provide the possibility of
changing this assumption, we assume a constant w (0 ::; w ::; 1) for the
definition of the fraction of censored episodes that should be contained in
the risk set. The number of elements in the risk set is defined, then, by

Rl = Nl-WZI

Using these basic quantities, it is easy to define all other concepts used in
the life table setup. First, the conditional probabilities for having an event
in the lth interval, ql, and for surviving the interval, PI, are

El
ql = Rl and PI = 1 - ql

As an implication, one gets the followingestimator for the survivorfunction:

G1 = 1, G, = Pl-1Gl-l

Note, however, that in the output of Stata's life table procedure values of
the survivor function are given for end points of time intervals.

Having estimates of the survivor function, the density function is evalu
ated approximately at the midpoints of the intervals as the first derivative

G, - Gl+1fl=--'--
Tl+l - Tz

1=1, ... ,q-1

Of course, if the last interval is open on the right side, it is not possible
to calculate the survivor function for this intervaL Also, estimates of the
transition rate, rl, are calculated at the midpoints of the intervals. They are
defined by

fl
r. = Gl

c,= G; +Gl+1
2where

and this can also be written as

1 ql
Tt t= --

Tl+l - Tl 1- qzl2
1 El
--~-

Tl+1 - T; R; - Ezl2

Finally, it is possible to calculate approximate standard errors for the esti
mates of the survivor and density function, and for the transition rates, by

4See the discussion given by Namboodiri and Suchindran (1987: 58ff).
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Box 3.1.1 Do-file ehc1.do (life table estimation)

version 9
capture log close
set more off
log using ehc Lv Log , replace

use rrdat 1, clear

gen des = tfin -e, ti
gen tf = tfin - tstart + 1

"/*destination state*/
I*ending time*/

Itable tf des, intervals(30) su h f I*commandfor life table eatLmatLoney

log close

the formulas

SE (Gl)
[

1-1 qi ] 1/2

c, t;PiRi
SE(fl) qlGI

Tl+l - T! [

1-1 ]1/2
PI + qi
qlRI t;PiRi

SE (rz) ~ [1- [rl (Tl+~ - Tllrf/2

Given large samples, it may be assumed that the values of the survivor,
density, and rate functions, divided by their standard errors, are approxi
mately standard normally distributed. In these cases it is then possible to
calculate confidenceintervals.

As an exampleof lifetable estimation with Stata, weexamine the length
of durations until job exit. This means that there is only one type of event:
"job exit" from the origin state "being in a job" to the destination state
"having left the job." For didactical purposes, we start with a simple ex
ample and assume in this application that all job episodes in the data file
rrdat1 (seeBoxes 2.2.1 and 2.2.2) can be considered as independent from
eachother (singleepisodecase) and that there is no important heterogeneity
among the individuals.v Thus we are going to estimate "average" survivor
and transition rate functions across all the job spells and individuals.

In Box3.1.1the do-file(ehc1. do] for the lifetable estimation with Stata
is shown. The upper part of this file is identical to do-file ehb2. do, shown
in Box 2.2.4, which was used to define single episode data. In order to

50f course, this is an unrealistic assumption because the individuals are represented in
the data file (rrdatl) with varying numbers of job spells. Thus there are dependencies
between the episodes of each individual.
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Box 3.1.2 Resultofusingdo-fileehc1.do (Box3.1.1)

Interval

o 30
30 60
60 90
90 120
120 150
150 180
180 210
210 240
240 270
270 300
300 330
330 360
360 390
390 420
420 450

Interval

o 30
30 60
60 90
90 120
120 150
150 180
180 210
210 240
240 270
270 300
300 330
330 360
360 390
390 420
420 450

Beg.
Total Deaths Lost Survival

Std.
Error [95%Conf. Int. )

600 223 28
349 113 23
213 51 15
147 . 25 16
106 24 15
67 9 5
53 4
40 3
32
27
18
11 2 1
8 0 3
5 0 4

0.6195
0.4121
0.3098
0.2541
0.1922
0.1654
0.1517
0.1396
0.1396
0.1277
0.1112
0.0900
0.0900
0.0900
0.0900

0.0201
0.0208
0.0199
0.0192
0.0182
0.0177
0.0175
0.0175
0.0175
0.0179
0.0190
0.0205
0.0205
0.0205
0.0205

0.5788 0.6574
0.3712 0.4524
0.2711 0.3492
0.2172 0.2924
0.1578 0.2291
0.1323 0.2016
0.1193 0.1878
0.1075 0.1758
0.1075 0.1758
0.0952 0.1651
0.0775 0.1517
0.0552 0.1352
0.0552 0.1352
0.0552 0.1352
0.0552 0.1352

Beg.
Total Deaths Lost

-------------
600 223 28
349 113 23
213 51 15
147 25 16
106 24 15
67 9 5
53 4
40 3
32 0
27 2
18 2
11 2
8 0
5 0 4

o

Cum.
Failure

0.3805
0.5879
0.6902
0.7459
0.8078
0.8346
0.8483
0.8604
0.8604
0.8723
0.8888
0.9100
0.9100
0.9100
0.9100

Std.
Error

0.0201
0.0208
0.0199
0.0192
0.0182
0.0177
0.0175
0.0175
0.0175
0.0179
0.0190
0.0205
0.0205
0.0205
0.0205

[95%Conf. Int. )

0.3426
0.5476
0.6508
0.7076
0.7709
0.7984
0.8122
0.8242
0.8242
0.8349
0.8483
0.8648
0.8648
0.8648
0.8648

0.4212
0.6288
0.7289
0.7828
0.8422
0.8677
0.8807
0.8925
0.8925
0.9048
0.9225
0.9448
0.9448
0.9448
0.9448

Beg. Cum. Std.
Total Fai~"......0 P.,.rt"l.,. Hazard

Std.
Error [95%Conf. Int. )Interval ~v............ ~~~~-~- -----

----------------------------------------------------------------------
30

30 60
60 90
90 120
120 150
150 180
180 210
210 240
240 270
270 300
300 330
330 360
360 390
390 420
420 450

600 0.3805 0.0201
349 0.5879 0.0208
213 0.6902 0.0199
147 0.7459 0.0192
106 0.8078 0.0182
67 0.8346 0.0177
53 0.8483 0.0175
40 0.8604 0.0175
32 0.8604 0.0175
27 0.8723 0.0179
18 0.8888 0.0190
11 0.9100 0.0205
8 0.9100 0.0205

0.9100 0.0205
0.9100 0.0205

0.0157
0.0134
0.0094
0.0066
0.0092
0.0050
0.0029
0.0028
0.0000
0.0030
0.0046
0.0070
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0010
0.0012
0.0013
0.0013
0.0019
0.0017
0.0014
0.0016

0.0137
0.0110
0.0069
0.0040
0.0056
0.0017
0.0001
0.0000

0.0021
0.0032
0.0049

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0177
0.0158
0.0120
0.0092
0.0129
0.0083
0.0057
0.0059

0.0071
0.0110
0.0167
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request life table estimation we added the ltable command. One needs a
specificationof time intervals.This is done with the option intervals:

ltable tf des ,intervals (30)

This definestime intervals, each havinga duration of 30months, and begin
ning at time zero: 0::; t < 30, 30::; t < 60, and so on. With the intervals
option you can alsodefinecutoffpoints by specifyingmore than one number
as the argument.

As a default, 1table displays the estimates of the survivor function.
Specifyingthe option failure one gets the cumulative failure table (1 -
survival). To obtain estimates of the transition rate, we type hazard.

Executingdo-fileehc1 .dowith Stata youwillget the survivaland failure
table as wellas the estimates of the transition rate aggregated in 30-month
intervals. The results of do-fileehc1.do are shown in Box 3.1.2.

We want to give a short example of how the numbers in the life table
of our example are related to the formulas developed earlier. In the third
columnofthe lifetable in Box3.1.2,the numberof episodesentering into the
successiveintervals is given. In the first interval, all 600 episodes entered:
NI = N = 600. The numbers of the followingintervals I = 2,3, ... are
calculated as

NI = Nl-I - El-I - Zl-l

where EI, the number of events in the lth interval, is printed in column 4,
and Zl, the number of censored episodes in the lth interval, is printed in
column 5. In our example:

NI = 600
N2
N3

600- 223- 28
349-113 - 23

349
213

Under the assumption that censoredepisodesare equallydistributed within
each interval (w = 0.5), one is able to estimate the number of episodes at
risk in each interval. For the lth interval:

Hl = NI-0.5Zl

In our example:

HI
H2

600- 0.5 . 28
349- 0.5·23

586.0
337.5

The conditional probability of having an event in the lth interval is given
as

ql s,
Hl
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In our example:

223
586.0

, 113
q: = 337.5 = 0.33481

The conditional probability of experiencing no event in the lth interval is

then

(]I 0.38055

P1 = 1- fi1
In our example:

'fJl = 1 - 0.38055
- 1 - 0.33481

0.61945
0.66519P2

Based on these estimates, one can compute estimates of the survivor func
tion (column 6 of the upper panel of the life table):

c. 1
01 = P1-l' Pl-2 .,. PI

In our example:

01 - 1
0.61945· 1 = 0.61945
0.66519.0.61945.1 = 0.41205

O2

03
Finally, we also have to consider the length of the intervals, 7(+1 - 71

the lth interval). The duration density function is given as

11 01 - 01-1
7(+1 - 71

In our example:

11 1.00000- 0.61945
30 - 0

0.61945- 0.41205
60 - 30

= 0.00691

0.01268

12
The "average" transition rate, evaluated at the midpoint of each interval,
is printed in column 6 of the bottom panel in the life table:

1 E1
7(+1 - 71 ft.l - 0.5Elfz

(for
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Box 3.1.3 Do-file ehc2.do to plot a survivor function

version 9
set schemesj
capture log close
set more off
log using ehc2.Log , replace

use r rdat L, clear ~
gen des = tfin -e ti
gen tf = tf in - tstart + 1

/vdes'rtnar aon state*/
I*ending time*/

1table tf des, intervals (30) gr title ("Life Table Survivor Function")
yscCrf L) ylabel(O(O.2)1) xtitle("analysis time") III
saving( "Figure 3_1_1",replace)

III

log close

In our example:
1 223

30 - 0 586.0- 0.5 . 223
_1_ 113 0.0134060 - 30 nn_ - ~ - - - ~

Tl 0.01567

T2

The standard errors for the survivor function, cumulative failure table,
and the rate function are printed in column 7 of each table, and the 9.5%
confidenceinterval is printed in columns 8 and 9.

Life tables, as shown in Box 3.1.2, are very complex and are not easily
interpreted. It is therefore better to plot the interval-related information
of the survival or failure function. An example of a Stata do-file, ehc2. do,
which can be used to generate a plot of the survivor function, is shown
in Box 3.1.3.6 To draw a graph of the survivor function you simply add
the graph option to the ltable command." The resulting plot is shown in
Figure 3.1.1. A similar do-filecan be used to generate plots for the failure
function.

The plot of the survivor function showsestimates of the proportions of
respondents who have not yet changed their jobs up to a specificduration.
For example, after 10 years (or 120months) about 25% of respondents are
still in their jobs, while about 75% have already left.

6Because there may be a considerable number of intervals during which no events take
place, and hence the hazard estimate is zero, a graph ofthe rate function is best created by
using a kernel smooth. To plot the results of the hazard table, you employ the command
sts graph. However,this command is not illustrated here.
7The appearance of a Stata graph in the Stata Graph Window is specified by a graph
scheme. To ensure that you obtain the same results as in this textbook, type set scheme
sj and change to the Stata Journal scheme. We use various options to specify the title,
scale, and labels of the graph. To learn more about the options possible with ltable,
type help ltable and help t.vovay options.
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-Box 3.1.4 Do-fileehc3.do (life table estimation)

version 9
set scheme sj
capture log close
set more off
log using ehe3.Tog , replace

use r-r-dat i , clear

gen des := tfin -e, ti
gen tf = tfin - tstart + 1

/*destination s't at ee z"
I*ending time*/

label define sex 1 "Men"2 "vonen''
label value sex sex

Lti ab Le tf des, intervals(30) su h f by(sex) /*commandfor life table est imat i.one Z

1table tf des. intervals (30) by(sex) gr overlay / / /
ys cCrCt) ylabel(O(O.2)1) xlabel(O(100)500) xtitle("analysis time") III
savingC"Figure 3_1_2" ,replace)

log close

Life Table Survivor Function

cq

0>

:~
1:"l
c5l
c:
.9
t::
0"c..ea..
~

o
o 100 200 300

analysis time
400 500

Figure 3.1.1 Plot of the survivor function generated with do-fileehc2.do.

Life Table Estimation for Different Groups

Life tables are particularly useful for comparisons of the behavior of sub
groups. We therefore extend the example in Box 3.1.1 and demonstrate how
separate life tables for men and women can be estimated with Stata. This
can be achieved by adding the by(varname) option. Box 3.1.4 shows the
do-file ehc3. do, which is just a modification of do-file ehc2. do. The vari-
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cq

:~
1:'"" .(/)
c:
.9

"'"~.
a..

500

~

o

i I ___._ Men _.,._.. Women I

Figure 3.1.2 Plot of survivor functions for men and women, gener
ated with do-fileehc3. do.

able sex is the indicator variable for men and women.f The command to
request life table estimation is basically the same. We only added the option
by(sex) in order to separate life tables for both groups."

As a result of using do-file ehc3. do, separate tables for men and women
are presented. To save space, these tables are not shown here. Instead, Figure
3.1.2 shows a plot of the survivor functions. It is easy to see that at the
beginning the process for men and women is quite similar. But after a
duration of about three years the survivor function of women decreases
more steeply than the survivor function for men. Thus women tend to leave
their jobs sooner than men do. After 20 years, about 20% of men, but only
about 5% of women are still in their jobs. The median job durations are
about 57 months for men and about 40 months for women.

Examples of the Application of Survivor Functions
in Social Research

In modern social research, survivor functions have been increasingly used
to study social change. They are particularly suited to the analysis of how
changing historical conditions affect life course transitions of successive birth

SIn Stata, linkingvaluelabelsand variablesis a two-stepprocess.First, one has to
definea valuelabelbyusingthe commandlabel define, then onespecifieslabel value
to attach its contentsto a variable.
9Bydefault,Stata drawsa separategraphwithinthe sameimageforeachgroupdefined
withthe byO option.Sometimesit is usefulto overlaytheseplotson the samegraph.To
do so,wespecifythe optionoverlay.
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cohorts.l" They enable the description of the age-graded character of roles
and behaviors and, by documenting exits in the timing when individuals
enter or leave specific social institutions or positions, the changes of life
phases (Blossfeldand Nuthmann 1990;Beckerand Blossfeld1991).

Example 1: "Vulnerable" Phases in the Educational Careers of
German Students

An example of the application of survivor functions in educational research
is given in Blossfeld (1990, 1992).He studied the process of entry into vo
cational training in Germany and showedthat the particular organizational
structure of the German educational system creates what he calls a "vulner
able" lifephase forstudents. Vulnerabilitymeans that the time span between
having left the general educational system and entry into vocational train
ing is limited to a short period of about two or three years, during which
prevailing historical events, economicconditions, and demographic constel
lations strongly determine the opportunities of each generation to acquire
vocational training.

The survivor functions in Figure 3.1.3 demonstrate this "vulnerable"
phase for three different birth cohorts, and for men and women.They show
the proportions of school leaverswho did not yet enter the German voca
tional training system for every point in time after leavingthe general edu
cational system. The curvesare very differentfor the three birth cohorts and
for men and women. In particular, the economicand political breakdownin
the immediate postwar period (1945-50)had a strong negative effecton en
rollment in vocational training for the 1929-31cohort. Confrontedwith the
existing historical conditions, schoolleaversof this birth cohort did not rank
entering vocational training highly because they had more urgent problems
to deal with (e.g., making a living), and it would have been very difficult
to find trainee positions at all (Mayer 1987,1988,1991).Compared to this
immediate postwar period, the later social and economicdevelopmentuntil
the mid-1970sled to a constant rise in the standard of living, a decrease in
unemployment, and a substantial growth in the number of trainee positions
offered in the private sector.

The upper part of Figure 3.1.3 shows that about 50% of men in the
1929-31 birth cohort started vocational training immediately after leaving
the general educational system. An additional 27% of these men undertook
vocational training within three years of leaving the general educational
system. But about 23% never entered vocational training. In comparison,
about 71% and 79% of the men in the 1939-41and 1949-51birth cohorts,
respectively,began vocational training immediately,and an additional 14%

lOSeeMayer and Schwarz 1989; Hogan 1978, 1981; Marini 1978, 1984, 1985; Elder 1975,
1978, 1987.
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Figure 3.1.3 Processof enteringvocationaltraining (survivorfunctions).

of the men in both cohorts started within three years. Thus only about 15%
of the men in the 1939-41cohort and about 7% of the men in the 1949-51
cohort never entered vocational training.

For women(lowerpart of Figure 3.1.3), these differenceswereevenmore
pronounced. Within three years of leaving the general educational system,
only 40% of the womenin the 1929-31cohort, but 60% of the womenin the
1939-41 cohort, and 80% of the women in the 1949-51 cohort undertook
vocational training. In other words, with regard to educational opportuni
ties, womenin particular carried the burden of the immediate postwar social
and economiccrises, but they also profited more than men from the rapid
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economicrecovery in the 1960sand early 1970s.
In summary, this description based on survivor functions reveals that

in the German vocational training system entries are hard to postpone be
yond a "vulnerable" lifephase of about two or three years after leavingthe
general educational system. Individuals' careers are directed to vocational
training relatively early and are hard to change later on. The tremendous
increase in the proportion of trainee positions until the early 1970s had
therefore almost no effecton the processof entering vocational training for
the 1929-31 cohort (Figure 3.1.3). It was not possible for the members of
this cohort to "stop" their life course and to "resume" their educational
careers when the trainee positions finallybecame available.In the German
educational system a temporary lack of trainee positions therefore not only
is a short-term problem but also leads to long-term life-courseeffects for
many people. There is a long-term disadvantage, because it is difficult to
acquire vocational degrees in later life stages when one is more removed
from the institutions of vocational training and has additional social com
mitments (such as maintaining one's own home, marriage, and children),
making entrance into the institutions of vocational training more and more
unlikely.Hence, in terms of educational opportunities, there are disadvan
taged generations in Germany, such as the cohorts born around 1930,who
completed their training in the immediatepostwar period, or the large birth
cohorts that crowdedinto vocational training at the beginningof the 1980s.

Example 2: Changes in Women'sAgesat FamilyFormation

Another illustration of the utility of survivor functions for describing so
cial change is given by Blossfeldand Jaenichen (1992).They discussedthe
changes in the process of women's entry into marriage and motherhood
across successivebirth cohorts in Germany.Tables 3.1.1and 3.1.2showthe
percentages of womenwho have not yet entered first marriage or first birth
for each birth cohort and specificages. These percentages are based on life
table estimates of survivor functions for each cohort for the events of entry
into marriage and first birth.

As shown in Table 3.1.1, age at first marriage fell sharply from the
1919-23cohort to the 1944-48cohort, and has sincebeen rising again until
the youngest birth cohort. The greatest movementsoccurred amongwomen
aged 20-24, where the unmarried proportion dropped from 46% to 15%
and subsequently increased again to 40%. The result is that as far as the
youngest cohorts, 1964-68and 1959-63,can be followed,they havemore or
less the same age pattern at entry into marriage as we find for the oldest
cohorts, 1924-28and 1919-23.

Looking at ages at first birth in Table 3.1.2,weobservea similar trend.
Again, it is the 1944-48 cohort that entered motherhood at the youngest
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Table 3.1.1 Changesin the timingofentry intomarriage,
as measuredbyproportionsunmarriedat specificages(percentages).

Birth Proportionofunmarriedwomenat age
cohort 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48
1964-68 89

"1959-63 78 40
1954-58 73 32 19
.1949-53 65 24 11 7
1944-48 65 15 7 4 3
1939-43 80 21 8 5 3 3
1934-38 76 23 9 6 5 5 4
1929-33 86 32 13 7 6 5 5 41924-28 90 40 16 11 8 6 5 51919-23 90 46 20 13 10 9 7 7

Table 3.1.2 Changesin the timingofentry intomotherhood,
as measuredbyproportionschildlessat specificages(percentages).
Birth Proportionof childlesswomenat age
cohort 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48
1964-68 92
1959-63 90 57
1954-58 84 55 30
1949-53 78 47 21 15
1944-48 77 32 16 11 9
1939-43 87 41 18 13 10 10
1934-38 83 45 18 13 11 11 11
1929-33 92 54 28 19 16 16 16 161924-28 87 56 26 19 15 14 14 141919-23 91 57 30 19 15 15 15 15

ages. For this cohort, not onlymarriages but entries into motherhood were
highly concentrated. And again, we findmore or less the same time pattern
of entry into motherhood for the youngest cohorts, 1964-68 and 1959-63,
and the oldest cohorts, 1924-28and 1919-23,at least as far as the youngest
cohorts can be followed.

Both tables show that in Germany the delay of entry into marriage
and motherhood seems to be less dramatic than has been shown for other
countries, such as the Scandinavianones, especiallySweden (see Blossfeld
1995;Hoem 1986,1991;Hoem and Rennermalm 1985).In Germany,more
or less the same entrance pattern of ages into marriage and motherhood is
observedas was established 50 years ago. However,it is also clear that in
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Germany the earlier movementtoward youngerand universalmarriage and
motherhood had cometo a halt at the end of the 1960sand the beginningof
the 1970s.But this reversalofthe timing ofmarriageand motherhoodis not
in line with the monotonictrend in women'seducational attainment across
cohorts (Blossfeldand Shavit 1993). It is therefore questionablewhether
changes in marriage and motherhood can be attributed mainly to women's
growingeconomicindependence(seeBlossfeld1995),as argued for example
by Becker (1981).

3.2 Product-Limit Estimation
Another method for the nonparametric estimation of the survivor function
and its derivativesis the product-limit, alsocalledthe Kaplan-Meier(1958),
method. One of the advantages of this approach, compared with the life
table method, is that it is not necessary to group the episode durations
according to arbitrarily defined time intervals. Instead, the product-limit
method is based on the calculationof a risk set at everypoint in time where
at least one event occurred. In this way,the informationcontained in a set
of episodes is optimally used. The only drawback of this method results
from the fact that all episodesmust be sorted according to their ending
(and starting) times, but with efficientsorting algorithms the method can
be employedwith fairly large sets of episodes.

This section describes the product-limit estimation method and its im
plementation in Stata.l1 The options, dependingon the type of input data,
are essentially the same as with the lifetable method: (1) If the input data
are split into groups, separate product-limit estimates are calculated for
each of the groups. (2) If there is more than a single origin state, one or
more product-limit estimates are calculatedfor each subset of episodeshav
ing the sameorigin state. (3) If there ismore than a singledestination state,
separate product-limit estimates are calculated for each transition found in
the input data.

The followingdescription proceeds in two steps. First, we consider the
case of a single transition, then the case of two or more destination states.

Single Transitions

We assume a sample of N episodes, all having the same origin state and
either having the same destination state or being right censored.If groups
are defined, it is assumed that all episodesbelong to the same group. For
the moment we also assumethat all episodeshave the starting time zero.

11Youmust declare your data to be event history data before you can use the Stata com
mand for product-limit estimation. If you workwith weighted data, fweights, iweights,
and pweights may be specified at this point.
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The first step is to considerthe points in time where at least one of the
episodesends with an event. There are, say, q such points in time.

T1< T2< T3< ... < Tq

The secondstep is to definethree basicquantities, all definedfor I = 1, ... ,q,
with the conventionthat TO = O. 0'

Ei = the number of episodeswith events at Tl
Zl = the number of censoredepisodesending in h-1,Tl)
Rl = the number of episodesin the risk set at Tl, denoted Rl,

that is, the number of episodeswith starting time less than
Tl and ending time 2': Tl

Note that the implied definition of the risk set allows the handling of
episodeswith starting times greater than zero. Also note 'that the risk set
at Tl includesepisodesthat are censoredat this point in time. It is assumed
that a censored episode contains the information that there was no event
up to and including the observedending time of the episode.As sometimes
stated, censoringtakes place an infinitesimalamount to the right of the
observedending time.

Giventhese quantities, the product-limit estimator of the survivor func
tion is definedas

G(t) = II (1 _ El)
l:rl<t Rl

This is a step functionwith steps at the points in time, Tl. The commonly
used formulato calculateestimates of standard errors for the survivor func
tion is

1/2

SE(G(t)) =G(t) [l:~t Rl (R~~ El)]

In addition to survivor function estimates, the product-limit method gives
a simpleestimate of the cumulated transition rate.

H(t) = -log (G(t))

This is again a step function. It is especially useful for simple graphical
checksof distributional assumptions about the underlying durations (see
chapter 8).

Unfortunately,unlikethe lifetable estimation, the product-limitmethod
doesnot providedirect estimatesof transition rates. Ofcourse, it is possible
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Box 3.2.1 Do-fileehc5.do (Kaplan-Meierestimation)

version 9
capture log close
set more off
log using eheS.Log, replace

use r-rda't t , clear

gen des = tfin -e ti
gen tf = tfin - tstart + 1

I*destination state*/
I*ending time*/

stset tf, f(des) I*define single episode data*/

sts list /*list survivor func't i.one Z

log close

Box 3.2.2 Resultofdo-fileehc5. do (Box3.2.1)

failure d: des
analysis time _'t : tf

Beg. Net Survivor Std.
Time Total Fail Lost Function Error [95%Conf. Int.J
-------------------------------------------------------------------

2 600 2 1 0.9967 0.0024 0.9867 0.9992
3 597 5 2 0.9883 0.0044 0.9757 0.9944
4 590 9 0 0.9732 0.0066 0.9567 0.9835
5 581 3 1 0.9682 0.0072 0.9506 0.9796
6 577 10 0 0.9514 0.0088 0.9309 0.9660
7 567 9 1 0.9363 0.0100 0.9136 0.9533

557 6 3 0.9262 0.0107 0.9022 0.9446
548 7 1 0.9144 0.0115 0.8889 0.9343

10 540 8 4 0.9009 0.0123 0.8739 0.9223
output omitted

42 273 1 0 0.5040 0.0209 0.4623 0.5442
43 272 2 1 0.5003 0.0209 0.4586 0.5405
44 269 5 1 0.4910 0.0210 0.4493 0.5313
45 263 1 0 0.4891 0.0210 0.4474 0.5295

output omitted
275 26 1 0 0.1345 0.0175 0.1025 0.1709

output amitted
293 20 1 0 0.1278 0.0179 0.0953 0.1652

output amitted
312 16 1 1 0.1198 0.0185 0.0866 0.1588
326 14 1 0 0.1112 0.0190 0.0775 0.1518

output amitted
332 11 1 0 0.1011 0.0198 0.0666 0.1440

output omitted
350 9 1 0 0.0899 0.0205 0.0550 0.1353

output omitted
428 1 0 1 0.0899 0.0205 0.0550 0.1353

to get estimates by numerical differentiationofH(t), but this requires that
one first applies a smoothing procedure to the cumulative rate.

In illustrating the application of the product-limit estimator with Stata
in Box 3.2.1,we again apply the job-exit examplein whichweassumedthat
there are only single episodesand two states ("being in a job" and "having
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Box 3.2.3 Do-fileehc6.do to plot a survivor function

version 9
set schemesj
capture log close
set moreoff
log using ehc6.log. replace

use r rdat ; , clear

gen des == tfin -= ti
gen tf = tfin - tstart +

/*destination st.at.ew/
/*ending time*/

stset tr , f(des) /*define single episode data*/
sts graph. t i t.LeC'Pr oducc-Ltnat; Survivor Function") savingC"Figure 3_2_1". replace)

log close

Product-Limit Survivor Function
0q

co
t"-o

0co
0

"''"0

0
0
0

0 100 200
analysis time

300 400

Figure 3.2.1 Plot ofsurvivorfunction(product-limitestimation)
generatedwithdo-fileehc6. do.

left the job"). To estimate the Kaplan-Meier survivor function, type sts
list. The default is to list the function at all the unique time values in the
data. To reduce output, you can also choose the points in time at which
the estimated survivor function is to be listed. This is achievedby using the
option at 0 . In our example,the followingcommandwillproduce the output
shown in Box 3.2.2: sts list, at (0 2/10 42/45 275 293 312 326 332
350 428).12

The column labeled Time shows the points in time where at least one
event takes place. The risk set is given in the secondcolumn. For example,

12If you are not yet familiarwith number lists in Stata, type help numlist.
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at the job duration of twomonths, 600episodesare still at risk. The number
of events is given in column 3. For example, at a job duration of 6 months
we observe 10 job moves, and at a job duration of 42 months we observe
1 event. The last four columns show estimates of the survivor function,
its standard errors, and the 95% confidenceintervals. For example, after
about 4 years (or 45 months) a proportion of 0.4891of workers are still in
the same job. The survivor function of the product-limit estimator is only
defined up to the highest event time. The highest event time in Box 3.2.2
is 350 months. Eight additional censored cases with longer job durations
follow.Under these circumstances, the estimated survivor function can no
longer approach zero and can only be interpreted up until 350months.

Again, the survivorfunctioninBox3.2.2is not verycomprehensible.The
shape of the function can be evaluated more easily, if it is plotted against
job duration. An example do-file, ehc6. do, in order to plot the product
limit estimator of the survivor function with Stata is shown in Box 3.2.3.
When you type sts graph, or simply sts, you are shown a graph of the
Kaplan-Meier survivalestimate. The resulting plot is given in Figure 3.2.1.
A comparisonwith the life table estimate of the survivor function, shown
in Figure 3.1.1, showsfairly identical results. This is in accordancewith our
experience in practical research applications that show that the difference
between life table and product-limit estimations is normally very small.

3.3 Comparing Survivor Functions
In analyzing episodedata, one often has to compare survivor functions and
test if there are significantdifferences.Basically,two differentmethods are
available. The first relies on the calculation of confidenceintervals for each
of the survivor functions and then checksif they overlapor not. This is pos
siblewith both the life table and the product-limit methods. Both methods
provide estimates of standard errors for the survivor function. Another pos
sibility is to calculate specifictest statistics to comparetwo or more survivor
functions. This section describesboth possibilities.

DefiningGroups of Episodes

To make any comparisons, there must be two or more groups of episodes.
This is easily done using indicator variables that define membership in a
group. In Stata, the syntax is

sts list, by(varlist)

In our example we specify a single byC) variable, by(sex), but it is also
possibleto selectup to fivevariables.The set ofepisodesgivenin the current
data matrix is then split into groups, and separate calculations are pursued
for each group identifiedby equal values of the variables in varlist.
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Box 3.3.1 Do-file ehc7.do (comparingsurvivor functions)

log close

version 9
set scheme s j
capture log close
set more off
log using ehe7.log. replace

use r.cdatt , clear

gen des = tfin -e, ti
gen tf = tfin - tstart + 1

I*destination state*/
I*ending time*/

label define sex 1 "Men"2 "Women"
label value sex sex

stset tif , f (des) I*define single episode data*/

sts list. by (sex)

sts graph, by(sex) gvocdsaving("Figure 3_3_1", replace)

st s test sex I*Log-rank test for equality of survivor functions*/
sts test sex, wilcoxon I*Wilcoxon (Breslow)*1
sts test sex, t.vare I*Wilcoxen (Taren-Ware)*1
sts test sex, pete I*Wilcexen (Pr-entLcej ey

To illustrate grouping in the caseof product-limit estimation, we extend
the example in Box 3.2.1.The newdo-file,ehc7 .do, is a small modification
of do-file ehc5. do already shown in Box 3.2.1. The additional commands
are shown in Box 3.3.1.

Usingthis modifieddo-file,a product-limit estimation is done separately
for men and women.The results windowcontains two tables, one with es
timates for men, another one for women.Figure 3.3.1 showsa plot of these
two survivor functions. In Stata, you can obtain this plot with the follow
ing command: sts graph, by(sex). The option gwoodis used to showthe
pointwiseGreenwoodconfidencebands around the survivor function.P Af
ter about 3 ye.ars,the confidencebands of the survivor functionsofmen and
womenno longerintersect. Thus there are statistically significantdifferences
in the job-exit behavior of men and womenfor greater durations.

Construction of Test Statistics

Many different test statistics have been proposed to compare two or more
survivor functions.We describe four that can be calculated with Stata. All
of them are based on product-limit estimates of survivor functions.

It is assumed that m groups have been defined that do not intersect.

13If you specify gwood to draw pointwise confidence bands, the curves are automatically
placed on separate graphs.
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Kaplan-Meier survival estimates, by sex
:':;"'Me,f'I ¥i3i*Si'F 4!'t:fsw"j' . ~~

"'~

"l

"'OJ

100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400

analysis time

1 ' "-~. 95% CI --- Survivor function I
Graphs by Sax (1 men,2 women)

Figure 3.3.1 Plots of survivorfunctions(product-limitestimation)
for men and womenwith 95% confidenceintervals(grey-scaled).The
plot has beengeneratedwith do-fileehc7.do.

The whole sample is implicitly defined as the set of all episodes that are
contained in one of these groups.Then, in exactly the sameway as explained
in connection with the product-limit method, all calculations are done for
each transition in the whole sample separately. Therefore we only consider
a sample of episodes that have the same origin state and are censored or
have the same destination state.

In general, a sample defined this way consists of m groups, and the
followingtable can be calculated.

T1 Rll Ell
T2 R21 E21

R12 E12
R22 E22

RIm Elm
R2m E2m

Tq Rn1 Eq1 Rq2 Eq2 Rqm Eqm

These are the basic quantities for the product-limit estimation, for the whole
sample, and for each group separately. T1 < T2 < ... < Tq are the points
in time where at least one episode contained in the sample has an event.
EZg is the number of episodes contained in group 9 and having an event
at TZ; Rzg is defined as the number of elements in the risk set at TZ for the
episodes contained in group 9 (i.e., all episodes belonging to group 9 that
have starting times lessthan TZ and endingtimes equal to or greater than Tz).
All together, these quantities are sufficientfor a product-limit estimation in
each of the m groups.
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Given this, the four test statistics can be defined, and they are denoted
S; (1/ = 1, ... ,4). Because the calculations only differ in different weights,
we give their definitions first. The weights are denoted W/v), and they are
definedfor I = 1, ... ,q by

W(l) = 1Z

W(2) Rz (3,1)z

W(3) VRzZ

z
W(4) = IIu, - Ed 1

z
i=l R, + 1

The next step is to construct for each of the four test statistics one (m)
vector U(v) and one (m, m)-matrix V(v). The definitions are!"

U(v) = ....;..,W(v) (E _ R Ezo)
g 0 Z Zg Zg R

Z=l 10

t W(v)2 Ezo (RIO - Ezo) Rzg,
. Z RIO - 1 RIO
~=l

Finally, the test statistics are definedby

(
Rz92)

09'92 - RIO
V(v)
sisn

s; = U(v)' V(v)-l U(v) (3.2)

All of them followa X2-distributionwith m -1 degreesof freedomgiventhe
null hypothesis that there are no significantdifferences.Note that, accord
ingly, the rank of V(v) is only m - 1. Therefore in the calculation of (3.2),
one can use a generalizedinverseor omit the last dimensionwithout loss of
generality. Stata followsthe latter of these two possibilities.

Unfortunately, there is no uniformconventionto name the different test
statistics, sowestate the names used by Stata and givesome remarks about
other naming conventions.In the order given by (3.1), we have
1. Log-Rank. Other names are Generalized Savage Test (Andref 1985,

p. 158; 1992). The samename is used byBMDP,with Mantel-Cox added.
SAScalculates this test statistic under the name Loqrank,

2. Wilcoxon-Breslow-Gehan. BMDPgives the name Generalized Wilcoxon
(Breslow). SASuses only the label Wilcoxon.

3. Tarone-Ware. This test statistic was proposed by Tarone and Ware
(1977) and is named accordingly.It is also calculated by BMDP, us
ing the label Tarone-Ware.

145;j is theKroneckersymbol,whichisoneif i = j andzerootherwise.
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sts test sex
failure d: des

analysis time t: tf

Log-rank test for equality of survivor functions
"1 Events Events

sex 1 observed expected

Men I 245 290.89
Women I 213 167.11
-- ----+- ----- ------- -- ---- ------
Total I 458 458.00

chi2(1) = 20.60
Pr>chi2 = 0.0000

sts test sex, vd Lcoxon
failure d: des

analysis time _t: tf

Wilcoxon (Br-es Low) test for equality of survivor functions
I Events Events Sum of

sex I observed expected ranks
---------------------

Men
Women

245
213

290.89
167.11

-11883
11883

9.36
0.0022

14.33
0.0002

10.70
0.0011

Total 458 458.00 o
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chi2(1) =
Pr>chi2 =

sts test sex, uvar-e
failure d: des

analysis time _t: tf

Tarone-Ware test for equality of survivor functions
I Events Events Sum of

sex I observed expected ranks

Men
Women

245
213

290.89
167.11

-717 .3311
717.3311

Total 458 458.00 o
chi2(1) =
Pr>chi2 =

sts test sex. peto
failure d: des

analysis time _t: tf

Peto-Peto test for equality of survivor functions
I Events Events Sumof

sex I observed expected ranks
------+--------------------------------------
Men
Women

245
213

290.89 -21.622585
167.11 21.622585

Total 458 458.00
chi2(1) =
Pr>chi2 =

Figure 3.3.2 Regions of sensitivity for Wilcoxon and Log-Rank tests.

4. Peto-Peto-Preniice. Finally, there is a test statistic explained by Lawless
(1982,p.423) with reference to R.L. Prentice.

The Stata command to request calculation of test statistics to compare
survivor functions is sts test as shown in Box 3.3.1. The sts test com
mand, by default, performs the log-rank test. To compute the other test
statistics you have to select one of the followingoptions: wilcoxon to spec
ify the Wilxocon-Breslow-Gehantest, tware to conduct the Taron-Ware
test, or peto to run the Peto-Peto-Prentice test.15 The results of the do
file ehc7 .do is shown in Box 3.3.2. All test statistics are based on the null
hypothesis that the survivor functions of men and women do not differ.
They are X2-distributedwith m - 1 degreesof freedom (in the example we
have two groups, men and women: m = 2). In our example, all four test
statistics are significant. In other words, the null hypothesis that survivor
functions of men and women do not differ must be rejected. However, it is
easy to see that there is a great differencebetween the Log-Rank (or Savage)
test statistic and the other test statistics. The reason for this is that the
Wilcoxon tests stress differencesof the survivor functions at the beginning
of the duration, whereas the Log-Rank (or Savage) test statistic stresses
increasing differencesat the end of the process time (see Figure 3.3.2).

Multiple Destination States

We now turn to the case of multiple transitions. Here we have a situation
of competing risks conditional on a given origin state. There are different
concepts to describe such a situation. The simplest generalization of the
single transition case leads to product-limit estimates for pseudosurvivor
functions.l"

15you may also obtain the test statistic for the Cox test and the Fleming-Harrington
test, which are not discussed here. For more details you are referred to the Stata manual.
16Thisgeneralization is commonly used with the product-limit method. See, for instance,
the discussion in Lawless (1982, p.486f) and Tuma and Hannan (1984, p.69f).
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Box 3.3.3 Do-fileehc9. do

version 9
set scheme 5j
capture log close
set more off
log using ehc9.Log , replace

use r-r'dat.L, clear

gen des = 2 /*destination s't a't eeZ
replace des = 1 if (presn/pres -1»0.2
replace des = 3 if (presn/pres -1)<0.0
replace des = 0 if presn==-l

gen tf = tfin - tstart + 1 I*ending time*/

stset t f , f(des=l) 1* upvard moves */
sts list if pres <= 65, at (0 2 4 6/8 160 170 326 428)
sts gen survl = 5

stset tf. f (des=2) /* lateral moves */
sts list, at (0 3 417 184 194 209 350 428)
sts gen surv2 = 5

stset er , f (des=3) 1* dovnvar d moves */
sts list, at(O 2/6 275 293 312 332 428)
sts gen surv3 = 5

for any survl surv2 surv3 \ any "upward" "Latier ak" "downward": label var X "Y"

graph t.vcway line survf surv2 surv3 _t, sort / / /
ysc(r(O 1)) ylabel(0(0.2)1) xtitle("analysis time")legend(ro,,(l))

log close

The method is analogousto the single transition case. One starts with
N episodeshavingthe sameoriginstate. Then, foreachpossibledestination
state k, one looks at the points in time, Tk,l, where at least one transition
to destination state k takes place. There are, say, I = 1,... ,qk such points
in time.

Let Ek,l denote the number of events at Tk,l, and let RI denote the risk
set at the same point in time. Note that the risk set doesnot depend on the
destination state, but is definedas in the singletransition case as the set of
all episodeswith a starting time lessthan Tk,l, andwith an endingtime equal
to or greater than Tk,l' The product-limit estimate of the pseudosurvivor
functionsmay then be formallydefinedby

Gk(t) = II (1_ Ek,l)

I:Tk,l<t RI

Obviously,a calculation of this estimate can use the same algorithm as in
the single transition case. In the calculationfor a specificdestination state,
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Box 3.3.4a Part 1 (upwardmoves)

failure _d: des == 1
analysis time _t: tf

Beg. Survivor Std.
Time Total Fail Function Error [95%Conf. Int. J

--------------_-_-------------------------------
0 1.0000

591 1 0.9983 0.0011" 0.9880 0.9998
4 582 2 0.9949 0.0030 0.9842 0.9983
6 569 3 0.9896 0.0042 0.9771 0.9953

559 1 0.9879 0.0046 0.9747 0.9942
549 1 0.9861 0.0049 0.9723 0.9930

160 61 74 0.7301 0.0316 0.6625 0.7864
170 58 1 0.7175 0.0334 0.6459 0.7772
326 14 1 0.6663 0.0583 0.5382 0.7664
428 1 0 0.6663 0.0583 0.5382 0.7664

Note: Survivor function is calculated over full data and evaluated at
indicated times; it is not calculated from aggregates shovn at left.

Box 3.3.4b Part 2 (lateralmoves)

failure _d: des == 2
analysis time _t: tf

Beg. Survivor Std.
Time Total Fail Function Error [95%Conf. Int. J

----------------------------------------------------------
0 0 1.0000

3 597 2 0.9966 0.0024 0.9867 0.9992
4 590 4 0.9899 0.0041 0.9776 0.9954
5 581 2 0.9865 0.0047 0.9732 0.9932
6 577 4 0.9796 0.0058 0.9644 0.9884
7 567 3 0.9745 0.0065 0.9580 0.9845

184 53 201 0.4181 0.0316 0.3557 0.4791
194 50 1 0.4097 0.0321 0.3466 0.4717
209 41 1 0.3997 0.0328 0.3353 0.4632
350 9 1 0.3553 0.0510 0.2571 0.4546
428 1 0 0.3553 0.0510 0.2571 0.4546

Note: Survivor function is calculated over full data and evaluated at
indicated times; it is not calculated from aggregates shownat left.

one only has to treat all episodesthat do not end in this destination as if
they were censored.

As an illustration, we use (in do-fileehc9. do in Box 3.3.3) our example
data set, rrdatl, and construct a new variable, des, to distinguish three
differentdestination states.!" Variabledes takes the values I, 2, and 3 for

17Wedefined upward shifts as job mobility leading to an increase in the prestige score of
20% or more, downward shifts as job mobility connected with a decrease in the prestige
score, and lateral shifts as having no effect or experiencing an increase in the prestige
score of up to 20%. It is important to note here that the prestige score in our example
data varies between 18 and 78. Those already in good positions with a prestige score
greater than 65 are no more at risk to experience an upward career move. These records
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Box 3.3.4c Part 3 (downward moves)

failure _d: des == 3
analysis time t: tf

Beg. Survivor Std.
Time Total Fail Function Error [95%Conf. Int. J

-------------------------------_------
1.0000

2 600 1 0.9983 0.0017 0.9882 0.9998
3 597 3 0.9933 0.0033 0.9823 0.9975
4 590 3 0.9883 0.0044 0.9755 0.9944
5 581 0 0.9883 0.0044 0.9755 0.9944
6 577 3 0.9831 0.0053 0.9689 0.9909

275 26 84 0.6468 0.0445 0.5522 0.7263
293 20 1 0.6144 0.0528 0.5025 0.7084
312 16 1 0.5760 0.0619 0.4458 0.6862
332 11 0 0.5760 0.0619 0.4458 0.6862
428 1 0 0.5760 0.0619 0.4458 0.6862
------_------------------------------------------------------------

Note: Survivcr function is calculated over full data and evaluated at
indicated times; it is not calculated from aggregates shownat left.

upward, lateral, and downward moves, respectively, or the value 0 for right
censored episodes.

Moreover, we change the content of this new variable des to zero for
subjects who have left their last job before the interview date because these
subjects are no more at risk. In our example, we simply add the line replace
des = 0 if presn==-1 because the prestige score of the consecutive job
episode, presn, is -1 for both censored observations and all records with
ending times before the date of the interview. Executing the do-file ehc9 .do,
shown in Box 3.3.3, with Stata generates three tables with product-limit es
timates for the three destination states at specified times. We can also plot
the results. First, you need to generate a new variable containing the esti
mated survivor function. The 'syntax is: sts generate newvar = s. Next
we use the graph command as shown in Box 3.3.3.

Figure 3.3.3 shows the survivor functions for these three directional
moves. One observes that workers move down faster than they move up.
After a duration of approximately 120 months (or 10 years) in a job, only
about 22% have experienced an upward move, while about 24% moved
down. 18

are therefore excluded from the analysis.
18These results differ from the results in Blossfeld and Rohwer (2002) because we have
taken into account here the ceiling effect for upward moves (only people who can expe
rience a 20% or more increase in the prestige score from job n to job n + 1are at risk
to move upward), the bottom effect (only people who are not already at the bottom of
the prestige score are at risk to move downward), and we have corrected for all job exits
without a job destination (in this case presn is coded -1). .
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Figure 3.3.3 Plot of survivor functions (product-limit estimation)
for upward, lateral, and downward moves. The plot was generated
with do-file ehc9. do.

Multiepisode Data (or Repeating Events)

The presentation of the life table method and the product-limit estimation
in this book has been limited to the special case of single episodes (with
competing risks). For didactical reasons we assumed in our practical exam
ples that the episodes in the data set rrdat1 are statistically independent
from each other and that the population is homogeneous. Of course, this
is not the case because, in the GLHS, complete job histories of men and
women up to the time of the interview are recorded. Thus individuals with
a higher number of jobs are represented in the file rrdat1 more often than
individuals with a lower number. One solution to this problem is that one
only looks at episodes of a certain job number. For example, one could study
job behavior in only the first job, second job, and so on. Another solution
would be that one compares survivor functions for several-say the first
four-jobs (using the variable "serial number of job" as a group variable)
and tests whether the survivor functions are equal, If they do not signif
icantly differ, one could pool them and continue as in the single episodecase.

Generally, great differences in the number of episodes between observa
tion units suggests that the sample is quite heterogeneous. However, even
in the case of single episodes, homogeneous populations are assumed. Ne
glected (or unobserved) heterogeneity between observation units can lead to
apparent time-dependence (see chapter 10) and wrong substantive conclu
sions. One should therefore be careful and only estimate survivor functions
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for actually homogeneousgroups by disaggregatingthe sample accordingto
theoretically important variables. Unfortunately, in practical applications,
this approach is normally of limited use due to the huge sample size that
would be necessary for studying a great number of various subpopulations
separately. Thus comparisonsof survivor functions between subgroups and
the possibility to detect time-dependencebased on transformations of sur
vivor functions (seechapter 8) usually possessonly a heuristic character. In
many cases it is easier to include population heterogeneity and differences
in the event histories of individuals into transition rate models, as is shown
in the followingchapters.

(

Chapter 4

Exponential sit ion Rate Models

In practical research, the analysis of event history data with nonparamet
ric estimation methods is associated with several disadvantages. First, as
discussedin the previouschapter, with an increasingnumber of subgroups
normally a point is rapidly reached, at which it is no longer sensible to es
timate and compare survivor functions due to the small number of cases
left in the various subgroups.Second, even in the case where it is feasible
to estimate a rising number of survivor functions for important subgroups,
comparisonsof these functions quickly becomecomplex and interpretation
difficult.Third, in the caseof quantitative characteristics (e.g., income,age,
etc.), variablesmust be grouped (e.g., "high incomegroup" vs. "lowincome
group," etc.), with a lossof information, to be able to estimate and compare
survivor functions. Finally, multiepisodeprocesses can hardly be analyzed
with nonparametric methods. Over the last 20 years, transition rate models
have therefore increasinglybeen used in practical research for the analysis
of event history data instead of nonparametric methods.

Transition rate modelsare a general statistical technique through which
one can analyze how the transition rate is dependent on a set of covari
ates. As discussed in section 1.2, viewing the transition rate as a function
of change in covariates is naturally linked with a causal approach to the
study of social processes.In general, this modeling approach requires that
covariatesbe measuredon an interval or ratio scale,but nominal and ordinal
covariates can be incorporated into the models through the use of "dum
mies" (i.e., by substituting the originalvariables by a set of 0-1 variables).
If permitted bymeasurement,there is also the interesting possibilityof con
trolling for various factors by introducing their metric versionsas proxies in
the analysis." Well-knownexamplesare the inclusionof social inequalityvia
metric prestige scores (Treiman 1977;Handl, Mayer, and Muller 1977;We
gener 1985;Shavit and Blossfeld1993)or the approximationof qualification
levelsby the averagenumber of schoolyears necessary to obtain a specific
levelof educational attainment (Blossfeld1985;Shavit and Blossfeld1993).
The previous history of the process can also be easily taken into account
in transition rate models. For example, in the job duration example, the
history of the processmight be incorporated through a variable "generalla-

1In this case it is assumed that qualitative states reflect points (or intervals) on an
underlying metric scale. If the states are ordered, one might argue that the sequence of
states corresponds to segments of an underlying continuous variable.
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